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Abstract
This paper investigates a boundary value problem of Caputo type sequential
fractional diﬀerential equations supplemented with nonlocal Riemann-Liouville
fractional integral boundary conditions. Some existence results for the given problem
are obtained via standard tools of ﬁxed point theory and are well illustrated with the
aid of examples. Some special cases are also presented.
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1 Introduction
The subject of fractional calculus has received great attention in the last two decades. Re-
cent work on fractional diﬀerential equations supplemented with a variety of initial and
boundary conditions clearly reﬂects an overwhelming interest in the subject; for instance,
see [–] and the references cited therein. The tools of fractional calculus have consider-
ably improved the mathematical modeling of many real world problems. One of the pri-
mary reasons for this development is the nonlocal nature of fractional-order diﬀerential
operators which can describe the hereditary properties of many important materials. One
can ﬁnd applications of the subject in numerous ﬁelds of physical and technical sciences
such as biomathematics, blood ﬂowphenomena, ecology, environmental issues, viscoelas-
ticity, aerodynamics, electro-dynamics of complex medium, electrical circuits, electron-
analytical chemistry, control theory, etc. For further details, see [–]. Somemore recent
results concerning fractional boundary value problems can be found in a series of papers
[–].
The concept of sequential fractional derivative is given, for example, on p. of the
monograph []. There is a close connection between the sequential fractional deriva-
tives and the non-sequential Riemann-Liouville derivatives [, ]. For some recent work
on sequential fractional diﬀerential equations, we refer the reader to the papers [–].
In [, ], the authors studied sequential fractional diﬀerential equations with diﬀerent
kinds of boundary conditions. Recently, the existence of solutions for higher-order se-
quential fractional diﬀerential inclusions with nonlocal three-point boundary conditions
was discussed in []. However, to the best of our knowledge, the study of sequential
© 2015 Alsaedi et al.; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons At-
tribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in
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fractional diﬀerential equations supplementedwith nonlocal Riemann-Liouville type frac-
tional integral boundary conditions has yet to be initiated.
In this paper, we investigate the existence of solutions of a sequential fractional diﬀer-
ential equation of the form:






, t ∈ [, ],  < α ≤ , (.)
supplemented with the boundary conditions




(β) x(s)ds, β > , (.)
where cDα denotes the Caputo fractional derivative of order α,  < η < ζ < , f is a given
continuous function, and k, a are appropriate positive real constants.
Here, we emphasize that the integral boundary condition (.) can be understood in
the sense that the value of the unknown function at an arbitrary position ζ ∈ (η, )




(β) x(s)ds, where η ∈ (, ζ ). Further, for β = , the integral boundary condition re-
duces to the usual form of a nonlocal integral condition x(ζ ) = a
∫ η
 x(s)ds.
The contents of the article are arranged as follows. In Section , we present a basic result
that lays the foundation for deﬁning a ﬁxed point problem equivalent to the given problem
(.)-(.). Themain results, based on Banach’s contractionmapping principle, Krasnosel-
skii’s ﬁxed point theorem and nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type, are presented
in Section . The paper concludes with some illustrating examples.
2 Basic result
Before presenting an auxiliary lemma, we recall some basic deﬁnitions of fractional cal-
culus [, ].
Deﬁnition . For (n – )-times absolutely continuous function g : [,∞) → R, the





(t – s)n–q–g(n)(s)ds, n –  < q < n,n = [q] + ,
where [q] denotes the integer part of the real number q.






(t – s)–q ds, q > ,
provided the integral exists.
Deﬁnition . The sequential fractional derivative for a suﬃciently smooth function g(t)
due to Miller-Ross [] is deﬁned as
Dδg(t) =DδDδ · · ·Dδk g(t), (.)
where δ = (δ, . . . , δk) is a multi-index.
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In general, the operator Dδ in (.) can either be Riemann-Liouville or Caputo or any





g(t), n –  < q < n,
where D–(n–q) is a fractional integral operator of order n – q. Here we emphasize that
D–pf (t) = Ipf (t), p = n – q; for more details, see p. of [].
To deﬁne the solution for problem (.)-(.), we establish the following lemma.
Lemma . For h ∈ C([, ],R), the integral solution of the linear equation
(cDα + kcDα–
)
x(t) = h(t), t ∈ [, ],  < α ≤ , (.)
supplemented with the boundary conditions (.) is given by















(m – τ )α–











(s – τ )α–










(s – τ )α–
(α – ) h(τ )dτ
)
ds. (.)
Proof Solving (.), we obtain
















(s – τ )α–
(α – ) h(τ )dτ
)
ds, (.)
where b, b, b are unknown arbitrary constants. Using the boundary conditions (.) in















(m – τ )α–











(s – τ )α–






 = kζ –  + e–kζ – a
(β)
( kηβ+






(η – s)β–e–ks ds
)
= . (.)
Substituting the values of b, b and b in (.) yields the solution (.). This completes
the proof. 
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3 Existence of solutions
Let C = C([, ],R) denote the Banach space of all continuous functions from [, ] → R
endowed with the sup norm deﬁned by ‖x‖ = sup{|x(t)|, t ∈ [, ]} <∞.
To simplify the proofs in the forthcoming theorems, we establish the bounds for the
integrals arising in the sequel.













(m – τ )α–





















(s – τ )α–


















(s – τ )α–













(m – τ )α–
(α – ) dτ = –





































(m – τ )α–


























ηk + e–kη – 
)
.
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar. 





















kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
α–( – e–kζ )
k(α)
}
+  – e
–k
k(α) . (.)
In view of Lemma ., we transform problem (.)-(.) as
x = S(x), (.)
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where S : C → C is deﬁned by















(m – τ )α–















(s – τ )α–














(s – τ )α–







Observe that problem (.)-(.) has solutions if the operator equation (.) has ﬁxed
points.
Theorem . Let f : [, ]×R → R be a jointly continuous function satisfying the condi-
tion
(H) |f (t,x) – f (t, y)| ≤ L|x – y|, ∀t ∈ [, ], x, y ∈R,
where L is the Lipschitz constant.Then the boundary value problem (.)-(.) has a unique
solution if 
 < /L, where 
 is given by (.).
Proof As the ﬁrst step, we show that the operator S given by (.) maps C into itself. For
























































































– f (τ , )
∣∣ +


















– f (τ , )
∣∣ +

















– f (τ , )
∣∣ +


















(m – τ )α–











(s – τ )α–










(s – τ )α–











kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
α–( – e–kζ )
k(α)
]








This shows that S maps C into itself. Now, for x, y ∈ C and for each t ∈ [, ], we obtain
∥































































































































kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
α–( – e–kζ )
k(α)
]








 is given by (.). As 
 < /L, therefore, S is a contraction. Thus, the conclusion
of the theorem follows by the contraction mapping principle. This completes the proof.

Now, we state a known result due to Krasnoselskii [] which is needed to prove the
existence of at least one solution of (.)-(.).
Theorem . Let M be a closed, convex, bounded and nonempty subset of a Banach
space X. Let G, G be the operators such that: (i) Gx + Gy ∈ M whenever x, y ∈ M; (ii) G
is compact and continuous; (iii) G is a contraction mapping. Then there exists z ∈M such
that z = Gz + Gz.
Theorem . Assume that f : [, ] × R → R is a jointly continuous function satisfying
(H). In addition we suppose that the following assumption holds:
(H) |f (t,x)| ≤ μ(t), ∀(t,x) ∈ [, ]×R with μ ∈ C([, ],R).





kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
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 is given by (.), and consider Br = {x ∈ C : ‖x‖ ≤ r}. Deﬁne the operators S and







(s – τ )α–






















(m – τ )α–















(s – τ )α–









For x, y ∈ Br , it follows from (.) that






kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
α–( – e–kζ )
k(α)
]





Thus, Sx + Sy ∈ Br . In view of condition (.), it can easily be shown that S is a con-
traction mapping. The continuity of f implies that the operator S is continuous. Also, S
is uniformly bounded on Br as
‖Sx‖ ≤ ( – e
–k)‖μ‖
k(α) .
Now we prove the compactness of the operator S. Setting  = [, ] × Br , we deﬁne









































∣tα e–kt – tα e–kt
∣
∣),
which is independent of x and tends to zero as t → t. Thus,S is relatively compact onBr .
Hence, by the Arzelá-Ascoli theorem, S is compact on Br . Thus all the assumptions of
Theorem . are satisﬁed and the conclusion of Theorem . implies that the boundary
value problem (.)-(.) has at least one solution on [, ]. This completes the proof. 
Remark . In the above theorem we can interchange the roles of the operators S and
S to obtain the second result replacing (.) by the following condition:
 – e–k
k(α) < .
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In the next theoremwe prove the existence of a solution for the boundary value problem
(.)-(.) via Leray-Schauder nonlinear alternative.
Lemma . (Nonlinear alternative for single-valued maps []) Let E be a Banach space,
C be a closed, convex subset of E, U be an open subset of C and  ∈ U . Suppose that F :
U → C is a continuous, compact (that is, F(U) is a relatively compact subset of C) map.
Then either
(i) F has a ﬁxed point in U , or
(ii) there is u ∈ ∂U (the boundary of U in C) and λ ∈ (, ) with u = λF(u).
Theorem . Suppose that f : [, ]×R → R is a jointly continuous function. Further, it
is assumed that the following conditions hold:
(H) There exist a function φ ∈ C([, ],R+) and a nondecreasing function ψ : R+ → R+
such that |f (t,x)| ≤ φ(t)ψ(‖x‖) for all (t,x) ∈ [, ]×R.





 is given by (.).
Then the boundary value problem (.)-(.) has at least one solution on [, ].
Proof Consider the operator S : C → C , where















(m – τ )α–















(s – τ )α–














(s – τ )α–







We show thatS maps bounded sets into bounded sets inC([, ],R). For a positive number
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(s – τ )α–











(s – τ )α–










kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
α–( – e–kζ )
k(α)
]










Next we show that S maps bounded sets into equicontinuous sets of C([, ],R). Let























































(m – τ )α–















(s – τ )α–



















































(m – τ )α–











(s – τ )α–





Obviously, the right-hand side of the above inequality tends to zero independently of x ∈
Br as t – t → . As S satisﬁes the above assumptions, therefore it follows by the Arzelá-
Ascoli theorem that S : C → C is completely continuous.
The result will follow from the Leray-Schauder nonlinear alternative (Lemma .) once
we have proved the boundedness of the set of all solutions to equations x = λSx for λ ∈
[, ].
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Let x be a solution. Then, for t ∈ [, ], and using the computations employed in proving













kη + e–kη – 
)
+ ζ
α–( – e–kζ )
k(α)
]











In view of (H), there existsM such that ‖x‖ =M. Let us set
U =
{
x ∈ C([, ],R) : ‖x‖ <M}.
Note that the operator S : U → C([, ],R) is continuous and completely continuous.
From the choice of U , there is no x ∈ ∂U such that x = λS(x) for some λ ∈ (, ). Con-
sequently, by the nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type (Lemma .), we deduce
that S has a ﬁxed point x ∈ U which is a solution of problem (.)-(.). This completes
the proof. 
4 Examples
The following example is concerned with the illustration of Theorem ..
Example . Consider the problem
{
cD/(D + )x(t) = L (
√
t +  + sin t + x(t) + tan– x(t)), ≤ t ≤ ,




Here, α = /, f (t,x(t)) = L (
√
t +  + sin t + x(t) + tan– x(t)), k = , a = , η = /, ζ = /,
β = . Clearly
∣
∣f (t,x) – f (t, y)
∣
∣ ≤ L∣∣x – y + tan– x – tan– y∣∣/≤ L|x – y|.
With the given values, we ﬁnd that  ≈ ., p ≈ ., 
 ≈ .. For L <
/
 ≈ ., it follows by Theorem . that problem (.) has a unique solution.
Next, we discuss an illustrative example for Theorem ..





We check the conditions of Theorem .. Clearly assumption (H) holds with ‖φ‖ =
/, ψ(‖x‖) =  + ‖x‖; and by assumption (H) we ﬁnd that M <M <M, where M ≈
. and M ≈ .. Thus the conclusion of Theorem . applies, and hence
problem (.) with the given value of f (t,x(t)) has a solution on [, ].
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5 Conclusions
We have obtained some existence results for a boundary value problem of Caputo type
sequential fractional diﬀerential equations with nonlocal Riemann-Liouville fractional in-
tegral boundary conditions with the aid of Banach’s contraction mapping principle, Kras-
noselskii’s ﬁxed point theorem and nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder type. We ob-
serve that some new special results follow by ﬁxing the parameters involved in the given
problem. For instance, if we choose β = , then the results of this paper correspond to a
Caputo type sequential fractional diﬀerential equation with the boundary conditions of
the form x() = , x′() = , x(ζ ) = a
∫ η
 x(s)ds. Further, in the limit a → +, we obtain the
results for the boundary conditions x() = , x′() = , x(ζ ) = .
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